Depletion of the bark

Fig. 4 Relationship between
AW and A V of air-drying stem
segments with a decreasing 'V,.
The grey area indicates the
range of the phase transition.
For abbreviations, see Fig. 2
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Table 2 The maximum observed difference in stem radius within
24 h (ARD)in three experimental trees and the corresponding 1day water storage capacity (ODSCgaJ. W C S , Total water content per stem

A h (Wda
ODScBark (g)
w c s t ~(g)
~
ODSCBarkWCste,-i (% vol.)

7

0

a

Tree A

Tree B

Tree C

70
4.26
245
1.7

74
4.12
205
2.0

62
3.45
195
1.8

Recorded at the stem base

Discussion
Relationship between stem size fluctuations
and water storage
Fig. 5a, b Diurnal stem radius changes of potted P. abies. a Stem
radius changes (AR) recorded at the stem base of tree B by a point
dendrometer. Days 1-4 were cloudy, the following 3 days were
sunny, b The frequency distribution of stem shrinkage within
1 day ( M D (trees
)
A-C)

In young l? abies, stem size fluctuations are proportionally related to the bark water content as long as Y does
not sink below the phase-transition point at -2.32
0.3 MPa. Above this transition point, water is mainly
withdrawn from living cells in the bark and other tissues
are not depleted of water. This was also suggested by
pends on the actual Ys. A desorption curve for defoliated Holbrook (1995) from studies on living trees. The
stem segments [YS(awBark)]is depicted in Fig. 6. The change of cell water content is solely responsible for the
volume change of a stem, and radius fluctuation is mostequation for the curve is:
ly restricted to extensible tissue outside of the cambium.
This finding corresponds with the results of Dobbs and
Scott (1971), Molz and Klepper (1973), Siau (1984), and
Brough et al. (1986), but it is in contrast to that of Irvine
where Ysrninis the minimum water potential of the stem, and Grace (1997). They reported changes in the diameter
k , is the value of the water storage with the steepest of the sapwood due to the tension within the xylem of
slope of YS(awBnk),and k2 determines the slope of Pinus sylvestris. Such a contraction of the sapwood canYs(awBk).The parameters in Eq. 6 were estimated for not be completely excluded in l? abies, but recently rewater potential measurements above -2.0 MPa by non- ported investigation~on mature l? abies, in which point
linear regression with least squares ( Y ,"=-2.6 MPa, dendrometers were separately mounted onto bark and
k, =2.79, k2=O.O78). For the corresponding measure- xylem, showed that the fluctuation of the xylem was
ments on twigs (with needles) we used the same approx- <10% of the entire radius fluctuation (Zweifel and
imative function ( Ys~,,=-2.8 MPa, k 4 5 . 5 , k2=2.2) Hasler 2000). Nevertheless, we agree with Holbrook
(1995), Irvine and Grace (1997), and Panterne et al.
(data not shown).

